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Introduction
So you are thinking of moving overseas somewhere? You have the
destination picked, the visa is looking positive, your house is up for sale and
it’s time to think about getting a few shipping quotes. As far as I can see
there has not been a book written to help or inform people on the best
moving processes beyond the normal company brochures which don’t give
you the hidden truths about moving, so here is my attempt to educate
everyone with everything you need to know about overseas moving and
some!
This book has been written for anyone that hasn’t moved overseas before
and wants to learn the basics of moving so as to avoid being ripped off or
scammed by some rogue mover. I have also included other relevant
information touching on topics of kids, car and pet shipping as well as other
important information you should know before turning your life upside down.
By the end of this book you should know the following:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

The right questions to ask.
The best things to take.
Decide whether to pack yourself or let a mover pack for you.
Know enough of the jargon to be dangerous.
Pitfalls to avoid.
Talk intelligently to your mover and others.
Get some respect as you will know what you are talking about.
Know what to do if something does go wrong.
Remind you of things you might not have thought about.
Learn how to save money on shipping.
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It doesn’t matter where you are going to, chances are we know someone
there that can help you with local information and can introduce you to.
Likewise when we or our families are traveling for business or pleasure,
there is always someone close by we know that we can contact in any
emergency or for recommendations of where to stay or eat or just meet up
for a drink or two! International moving might not be the most glamorous or
complicated compared to Rocket Science but how many industries or
people are as lucky as we are!

This book however is by no means self-promotion. There are far easier
ways to promote my company than write this book. Yes some of the
examples and pictures are based on our company as that’s what I
know but you will quickly see this is an informational book and hopefully
you will agree that my aim here is to guide you safely through the
moving process.

This book is totally free. If you feel the book is worth it and it
clears your conscience, please send some money to your
favorite charity. I do however, have one big request; please let
me know what you think of the book by emailing your comments
to me.
– Mark
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Introduction: Education
You are about to embark on an amazing change in your life and possibly
one of the most significant changes in your whole life so do not under
estimate what you are about to do! This huge change though needs some
big time research and planning to make it all go to plan with the least
amount of hassle, problems, red tape and frustration. At least in this
modern world we can do all the research online. We are very lucky to have
so much information available to us, so use it as much as you can. When I
was younger you had to go to the library to get any information or write
letters to companies to request information, but now it’s all available let’s do
some good research people and learn as much as you can about the whole
relocation process as well as the place you want to move to.
So what does moving entail? Well the moving bit is, in some respects the
easy bit. You need to decide some basic fundamentals like what I would
like to ship with me? Shall I ship everything I own or get rid of all the
furniture and big stuff and take the bare minimum or something in between?
To decide that question you will need to think if your furniture will fit in at the
destination. Not literally, well yes in some respects like a super king size
bed is not going to fit into an average house in England! But what I really
mean is… will your style of furniture fit the new place? Dark heavy bits might
not look right in a beach house community or ask yourself the question will
my Ikea furniture ever fit back together again at the other end? Is your
employer going to rent you a furnished apartment or house? Are most
rentals fully furnished at the destination or mainly empty? Can I ditch my old
furniture and save on the moving costs and buy new at the destination?
How much is furniture at the destination? Are there other expats departing
the destination that I could buy furniture from? Once you have a handle on
that, the next thing to ask yourself is. What services do you really need and
what can you do without? Do you want to pack your own things or have the
mover pack everything for you? Obviously if you have the time and the
energy you will save money although you can’t get the same insurance
coverage, but we will discuss insurance later.
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If you only want to take a few personal things and you would like them fast
then airfreight might be the best option but more than about 5 boxes can
start to get mighty expensive so the majority of people send their things by
ship. If you have young children and you want their favorite toys, crib,
stroller etc. a.s.a.p. or may be some work things you need urgently then
may be split your shipment into an urgent air shipment and a slower sea
shipment. Also if price is a factor may be you want to get moving quotes for
moving everything or boxes and certain pieces of furniture and also for just
boxes only.
If you’re looking to save money then maybe you can drop your shipment off
at the mover’s warehouse rather than having it collected or maybe you can
collect your shipment from a warehouse at the destination after it’s cleared
through customs. If you are thinking of collecting from a terminal though
make sure you ask for an all-inclusive rate as you can get scammed by a
company giving you a cheap rate for shipping but they charge you a fortune
at the terminal overseas for customs clearance and port charges or
commonly called THC (terminal handling charges) that you have to pay
before you can collect your things from the terminal at the overseas
location. However with some confirmation of all inclusive pricing you can
save money by dropping off or collecting at the other end.
Different movers will quote you in different formats which can make
comparing apples with apples very confusing. Some will quote you by the
hundred weight so it could read $150 per 100lbs door to door with an
estimated weight of 1000 lbs. in this case your price would be $150 times
10 if the actual weight of your shipment was 1000 lbs. The advantage of
quoting by a weight is that you can get a weight certificate and if the truck
had a weight ticket before coming to your house and again afterwards then
it’s hard to argue what the weight of your shipment was. The negative side
of this type of quote in my opinion is the average person including me I
might add, cannot fathom by looking at household things how much
anything will weigh so it’s not until after the fact when the trucks left and
back at the movers warehouse and probably at least the next day that the
mover calls you to say the weight is now for example 1600lbs so you owe
$150 x 16 and end up paying a lot more than you thought.
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The other way of quoting is per cubic foot. I think it’s easier for a person
to see and understand the size i.e. the volume of stuff rather than the
weight. If you are going to pack things in moving boxes, the carton will
often say the cubic foot capacity of it on the box so if it says 5 cu ft on it
and you can roughly gauge your stuff will fit in 20 boxes of that size then
your volume is going to be 20 boxes times 5 cubic feet = 100 cubic
feet. Now this gets a little trickier with furniture but many companies
now have volume calculators on their site to help you with calculating
volumes.
Educate yourself on what you need to take with you to the country you
are going to. This may be obvious but don’t take stuff you won’t need or
if it won’t work or probably won’t fit in! Find out bed and sheet sizes,
voltage, and temperatures etc. on line by googling or asking on expat
web sites dedicated to the country you are moving to. Also I know you
might insist on taking your favorite beer, herbs, chocolate, dog food,
diapers, formula etc. but sooner or later you will run out of your shipped
supply and will end up buying the local brand so why not save on the
shipping costs and buy the local brand when you get there and get
used to it.
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Important factors about moving overseas that have nothing to
do with the actual moving process.
An international move may sound like a tempting idea. But before you start
packing, you should ask yourself: Do I (and my family if you have one) have
what it takes to move overseas? The move will be an amazing experience,
possibly a big career step, but it does require planning, patience and
willpower. The following advice before you move overseas may
occasionally sound gloomy and unromantic, but you might just need a
reality check after initially thinking of living in a beach house drinking Pina
Coladas.
Going on vacation somewhere is completely different from living there full
time. You will still have to go to work, do the washing, shopping and
cleaning and deal with life’s day to day issues with people that possibly
don’t even understand you. If you like new challenges then great but if you
are moving because of some problems they might not necessarily go away
just because it’s warmer or more picturesque.
An international move can be very stressful, there is so much to organize
and when you finally get there you will have another load of issues. Finding
a house, new doctor, school, internet connection, cell phones, buy furniture,
hire a contractor to make alterations, register to pay taxes, mail, banking,
social security equivalent etc.
This can be a great learning experience, keep smiling and laugh the
problems off if you can. Writing a humorous blog about your experiences
could be a fun way to let off some steam but try to keep calm. If you’re a
stress case here then chances are living in a foreign country will make it
worse! (Just saying) But there is nothing wrong in striving for a better future
and a better standard of living, just don’t think life will be wine, tapas and a
dip in the ocean every day.
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As I will mention in later sections, educate yourself! Spend a lot of time
doing research and visit the place in advance as much as you can. Study
their way of life, what are the local laws? The health care system (is it free?)
the education system and the age they graduate, driving age, do you need
to take a new driving test? Public transport, cost of living, international
communications costs, insurance costs, tax rates, building regulations,
currency exchange just to name a few. Do not assume everything will be the
same as where you live now. Landlords and tenants can have different
rights, may be expats have some different rules than locals when it comes
to purchasing or renting a house, car or an office or shop. If you have kids in
school are you going to put them in the local education system until they
graduate and if so will that diploma recognized back home?
Try and find some other expats that already live there to help and advise
you. If you can’t find any in a local watering hole or tea shop then look on
line searching in expat community areas.
Falling in love with a particular country, area or city is probably all or part of
the reason you want to relocate, but don’t rush in and buy a house before
you know your way around. Be patient and rent for the first year and get to
know different areas before deciding where you want to buy a house. You
might find that the neighborhood you loved in the off season is unbearably
noisy at peak times or that quaint area during the day turns into a rowdy
area at night, or underneath the flight path to the airport or there is a new
road proposed to go through near your back garden!
The world is full of expatriates who mix with other expatriates exclusively
because they cannot integrate into local society due to language difficulties.
Having expatriate friends is sometimes a life saver while you learn to cope
with communications and sometimes venting your frustrations about things
not being like back home and reminiscing about your previous lives. But for
a richer language immersion experience, your expatriate friends should not
interfere with an attempt to become a part of the local community; you will
need the type of language skills which are generally best developed by
interacting with natives.
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Struggling with day-to-day interactions can knock your confidence and have
an impact on your self-esteem. Your lack of language skills can actually be
dangerous if, for example, you are not able to communicate with health care
professionals or report a crime to the police. When I lived in Saudi Arabia,
half of the staff I was managing did not speak English and when I tried to
communicate in Arabic not only did we understand each other a little better
but I also got some respect with the locals. No one puts this at the top of
their priority list, but when planning an exciting new life, they are a part of
everyday life and, at some point; they will need to be dealt with.
Plan to start learning your new language before you plunge into your new
life. Language lessons or buying Rosetta Stone DVD’s are a good idea, and
necessary to start learning the basics, but a lifetime of lessons cannot
replace getting out there and using your local language in everyday settings
and interactions.
When you meet some expatriates you may wonder why they ever left their
home country at all, as they seem to have brought the lifestyle, customs,
and even the food of their home country with them. It is not unusual, or
wrong, to occasionally crave real chocolate or your favorite fast food, but if
you never eat in local restaurants and have to buy your foods online from
home and sent out every month, you are almost certainly not making
enough effort to integrate, and are undoubtedly missing out on a lot of what
your adopted home has to offer and quite possibly living in the wrong place!
Make the effort to adapt to local customs, try local foods, attend local
festivals, and generally adopt the same way of life the locals live. If, for
example, you spend half your life complaining about the fact you cannot get
anything done between one and four in the afternoon, try taking a siesta like
the rest of the country. When in Rome…….
As addressed in the first point, living somewhere is different from being on
vacation, and so it should be. Spending money like water, hanging out in
bars every night, and sitting on a beach all day are fine for two weeks at a
time, but insolvency, alcoholism and skin cancer will do little to improve
your expat experience.
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Trailing spouses, retirees, and people with no regular work are particularly
prone to falling into the trap of simply not having much direction in life,
which can lead to dissatisfaction, depression, homesickness, drinking too
much and laziness no matter how exotic your surroundings. The solution to
this, again, is to get involved in your local community. Make friends, join a
club, take a language class, or some other class that interests you. May be
you can help out at the local school teaching English. If you have a work
permit, think about a part time job. If not, consider volunteering or an
occupation for which you do not need a work permit, such as freelance
writing, photography or travel blog. Immerse yourself in the culture of your
new home. Move away from the feeling of being a visitor and become a
valued member of the community. You may always be a “foreigner,” but
that can be your je ne sais quoi that makes you unique and memorable to
locals.
A lot of the mistakes made when moving overseas can be avoided by
simply accepting and planning for the fact that things in your new country
will be different. Not necessarily better or worse, just different. But then, if
you can’t accept this or don’t want this then stay put where you are.
When you move overseas, financial stability and financial planning are
essential elements for success and safety. A financial cushion is necessary
to cover additional or unexpected costs. Even when you move overseas to
a supposedly “cheap” country or your employer is paying for your transfer,
life abroad can be more costly than you think. When you first get there when
you will want to buy things for the new house, possibly a new car, cell
phones, electrical appliances, food, clothing, and possibly a few touristy
expeditions and you’ll probably want the more expensive expat lifestyle with
every amenity you know from home.
No matter which reason drives you to move overseas, you should have at
least some work opportunities lined up before you take off. Of course, if you
are a student with a promising university application, a retiree with a decent
pension, or if your company wants you to move overseas for a
project/assignment, you don’t have to worry about this part!
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In all other cases, you should familiarize yourself with the job market in
your destination of choice and see whether your qualifications are
actually in demand. Have some basic knowledge about self-employment
and a couple of business contacts that could get you regular jobs before
you move overseas. LinkedIn can be a good start for this.
Your move overseas will require you to organize a lot of things and jump
quite a few bureaucratic hurdles. Paperwork and finances have to be set
in order, personal items sold or put in storage, items shipped. You need
to be thorough, careful, organized, and above all very patient, when
faced with red tape and an endless number of forms to complete or fees
to pay.
Bureaucracy is, unfortunately, worldwide. Even if your finances and your
job are taken care of and you chose a place that you can easily adjust to,
and made a perfect plan to prepare your move overseas, you will need
the right mindset and attitude to pull it off. I have no idea what the
percentage is, but it’s surprising how many people return within the first
year. Having invested so much time, money and emotions into something
that failed can be really soul destroying and a financial disaster that can
take years to recover from.
Make sure this move is really for you and go for it.
Don’t spend your life thinking “I wish I had……”.
– Mark
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Air Freight
Let’s face it the quicker you can get your things again the other end the
less time forces beyond your control can damage, lose or misroute your
shipment to somewhere it’s not supposed to be. All very true but
Airfreight is very expensive in most parts of the world. So if you are
sending over just some clothes and personal stuff that’s fine, but much
more than that can get mighty expensive. Obviously it depends on your
budget and destination but I would say only consider airfreight if you
have less than 500lbs in weight or less than the equivalent of 10
suitcases.
As much as airfreight is expensive you might like to factor in the cost of
having to live in a hotel while waiting for your sea freight shipment
compared with a more expensive airfreight shipment but a lot less hotel
expenses as you can move into rented accommodation that much
faster.
Security is a lot more stringent by airfreight than by ship. Your shipment
will probably have to fly on a cargo plane as its unaccompanied cargo
and its contents are not known. Due to the security measures and
depending on the destination, I would also contract a mover to do the
packing and airfreighting. Not because I think they would do a better job
of packing but because it will get through security and customs that
much easier if it’s “supposedly” been packed by a known professional.
Book through an established well know mover. They will be known to the
CBP (Customs & Border Patrol) and the airlines as well as CTPAT
approved which is a security clearance that is recommended you should
have for airfreight.
It’s understandable that you might want to pack your personal things
yourself. I would say buy yourself a few shipping trunks and pack them
yourself but leave them open so that the packers can see what’s in there
and write the packing list and sign off on the contents. You could also
use cardboard boxes or suitcases but think the trunks work best for
airfreight.
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Another possibility for a small fast shipment by airfreight is using a
company like UPS or FEDEX. Although they are not necessarily that
user friendly when you call your local office you can book through a third
party who has the right contacts and clout to make it work for some
personal effects shipments. My own company UPakWeShip sends a lot
of small shipments through UPS this way and I know one of my
competitors has a similar arrangement with FEDEX. The advantage is
courier services are faster than conventional airfreight services and
quite often have easier rules and regulations when it comes to getting
the items through customs at the destination airport.
A down side is they often enter the shipment with customs as a
commercial shipment meaning its going into that country to be sold and
therefore the destination customs will want to charge duties and taxes
on the shipment. Although this is technically wrong in most cases,
sometimes paying a few dollars in taxes and duties on a bunch of
second hand clothes etc. can be well worth it to get it through customs
fast and unscathed via courier rather than conventional air freight
services with more customs inspection and documentation worries that
can lead to extra charges.

Sea Freight
Obviously sea freight takes a lot longer than air freight but is a lot
cheaper than airfreight if you want to take more than just a few
suitcases.
It doesn’t matter which sea freight service you choose, your shipment
will be loaded into a shipping container and loaded on a container ship.
Shipping containers are large steel boxes that normally come in 20 foot
or 40 foot lengths. These days the majority of items you find in a store
would have been shipped in these containers.
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They are water proof, secure, fit on ships and trucks and can carry your
household things door to door.
If you want to take all your furniture and things with you, you should get
the container to come to your house for packing and loading and have it
shipped through to your door for unloading at your new residence
overseas. This is the safest way of moving.
If you are only moving some of your things they will still be shipped in a
container but will be loaded into a container with other items to make up
a full load. With this method you only pay for the space you use in the
container.

Baggage By Sea Freight
Baggage services are designed for small shipments where the price and
not the transit time is the important factor. Services can be door to door
or you can save money by dropping off your items at the company’s
warehouse at the origin and opt to collect if you like from the warehouse
at the destination. Prices are normally quoted per box or so much a
cubic foot or we do it as a lump sum price based on certain volumes.
If you are packing yourself make sure you pack really well as baggage
shipments will get a lot of handling! I suggest using shipping trunks, fill
them up, wrap any fragile items in lots of bubble wrap and lock them
with a padlock.

Groupage or Shared Container By Sea Freight
Groupage services are a lot like baggage services but are for bigger
shipments and can include furniture items. The term groupage comes
from the term of grouping shipments together destined for the same
destination. So you end up filling a shipping container with, for example
all shipments going to Australia or New Zealand. This is the cheapest
way of shipping and great if you’re not in a hurry but it can take a while
to get enough shipments together for one country.
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Also when the container arrives at the destination country there is a
chance that again you might have to wait for enough shipments going
towards the area you are moving to for delivery.
A good example of this could be a groupage shipment consigned to a
mover in London but you need delivery in Glasgow Scotland so you
have to wait until there is a truck going to Scotland. Groupage
shipments are normally loaded loose. That means cardboard boxes are
loaded up in the container as is and furniture is wrapped and stacked up
in the container up to 8 or with a high cube container 9 feet high.
The moving company makes more money with the more volume or
shipments that it gets into the container so a lot of things are stacked on
top of each other which can increase the risk of damage. There is also
more handling as the containers are loaded at a warehouse and
unloaded at a warehouse at the country of destination and then it has to
be re loaded onto a truck for delivery. Groupage containers might not be
going to the nearest port at the destination for delivery.
For example a groupage shipment going to Perth Australia might be
shipped via Sydney where as an LCL shipment would be sent straight
into Fremantle Port. A groupage shipment going to Nice France might go
via England where as an LCL shipment would move straight into
Marseille. Loose loading is fine for well packed boxes and average
furniture but not ideal for your grandmothers mahogany dining table or
antique grandfather clock.

LCL
LCL stands for less than container load in other words your shipment is
a part load and wont fill a container on its own the same as a groupage
shipment. There are some big differences between groupage shipments
and LCL though.
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Groupage containers are filled with just household goods which as we
have pointed out already can take time i.e. a few weeks at least to get
enough going to one destination and everything is often loaded loose.
LCL services however depart every week and are organized by freight
forwarders or NVOCC’s (Non Vessel Operating Container Carrier)
meaning that they put all different commodities in one container to one
destination on a guaranteed weekly departure. Because there are mixed
commodities and loading is done with a forklift, your household goods
shipment will have to be crated. This is a good thing as the crate offers
more protection and also a lot less handling than having your items
loaded piece by piece in a groupage container. So the transit time is a
lot faster and there is less handling and more protection for your items
but surprise surprise, it’s a lot more expensive! Not only is this because
it’s a faster service it’s also going to cost more due to the crating needed
to protect your things so it can be loaded with a forklift. Movers tend to
use standard sizes for crates. These standard size crates are called lift
vans. They can hold about 160-170 cubic feet of stuff and are made of
wood. They are approximately 87x45x87 inches so about 197 cubic feet
in gross volume.
Many movers will only have this size crate so if for example your
shipment is about 300 cubic feet, it’s quite common for movers to tell
you it’s been loaded into 2 lift vans and now your shipment has a
volume of about 400 cubic feet which means you are paying a lot more if
you are paying per cubic foot.
The other cost factor about LCL is, as its run by commercial freight
forwarders and not the mover grouping household goods together. The
mover will now have to truck your shipment to a terminal somewhere to
be loaded on the LCL service. The same will happen at the destination.
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The mover will have to go and collect the crate from the forwarder
somewhere and take it back to his warehouse before delivering it to you.
Sounds simple enough yes? But in reality this is the real expensive part!
The forwarder has offered a good ocean rate for the shipping of the lift
van to the mover at your origin but now at the destination the agent can
charge all kinds of fees before handing it out to the mover at the
destination. These fees are called THC (terminal handling charges) port
fees, handover fees and anything else the agent cares to add on. They
are not totally made up charges, the container does have to be lifted by
crane off the ship, transferred by truck to a customs bonded warehouse
and unloaded and that’s what you are paying for. These fees are often
not included in moving quotes as most times no one really knows
exactly how much it’s going to cost. So beware and do not pick a mover
with a good price if shipping LCL unless you have some guarantee that
these THC charges are included.
If this sounds a little concerning and confusing let me explain
further as this is a major point to understand in the moving
process.
A groupage container is loaded "loose" in the mover’s warehouse in
country A and consigned to another mover in country B where it will be
unloaded in the mover’s warehouse.
An LCL shipment will be loaded into a crate at the movers warehouse
and then trucked to a shipping company or freight forwarder / NVOCC
who will load it into a container on their scheduled weekly service and
send it to country B consigned to the forwarders agent at country B who
will then charge handover fees before the mover can then collect it so
that the mover can then bring you your shipment and deliver your things.
The tricky part about an LCL service is making sure the port / handling
fees are all inclusive in your quote.
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If they are not, it’s quite possible you will be paying in the range of $3.00
- $5.00 per cubic foot minimum 100 cubic feet which can quickly add up
in the destination country before the mover will deliver your shipment!
However, weigh this up against hotel bills or living with in-laws and
cutting a few weeks of transit time with an LCL service compared with
groupage and it might well be worth the extra expense!
On popular destinations there might not be much difference in transit
times, for example my company runs a weekly groupage service for
household items between the USA and UK just like an LCL service and
we palletize every shipment so you get a groupage price but it still ships
within a week and as everything is on pallets and not loose loaded you
don’t get excessive handling and all the THC is all included. We then
transport from the UK to all over Europe. But for example if you were
moving from Los Angeles to Hong Kong, then an LCL rate would be
months quicker than a groupage service and worth paying the extra.
Always ask your mover is the quote based on groupage or LCL and get
approximate transit times for each.

FCL
FCL stands for full container load. This means yours is the only
shipment loaded in the container. These steel shipping containers
normally come in 20 feet and 40 feet length and are approximately 8
foot wide and 8 foot 6 inches high. If you have ever seen a cargo ship or
live near a port then you will have seen these steel boxes in different
colors and the shipping lines name on them like Maersk, MSC or in this
picture APL (American President Lines). Most of the world’s trade is
done in these containers.
They can be loaded with practically anything, loaded on a ship with a
crane, stacked on top of each other, quickly unloaded at the destination
port and loaded onto a truck chassis for delivery.
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FTL or full trailer load would be the same if you’re moving by road
meaning your things would be loaded straight onto a truck and that truck
goes off to your new residence, e.g. it’s not going back to a warehouse
to be unloaded or more things loaded on to it. You are paying for the
whole truck and its going direct from your house A to residence B
The beauty of the FCL is that everything can be loaded into this
container at your house, locked and sealed, shipped to the destination,
and delivered to your new residence. Ii is then unlocked, seal opened
and everything unloaded. No warehouse handling, no nosey hands on
your things, no loading on and off moving vans, just everything in the big
steel box door to door.
There are exceptions to this for example going into Australia everything
has to come out of the container to go through a quarantine examination
but most countries will let the container go through to the new residence
to be unloaded. Of course customs have a right at any time to unload
and inspect your shipment but hopefully if they have no suspicion and all
the paperwork is in order you will be ok. These days Customs will quite
often put the container through a giant x ray machine to have a look at
the contents before deciding to unload it and inspect the contents.
Transit times are the fastest of any sea freight service as once the
container is loaded it can go straight into the port, loaded on the next
ship and off it goes. If speed is important to you and as mentioned
before hotel fees or staying with relations might be a consideration, ask
the company if you can pay a bit more but get a faster transit time. For
example a slow cheaper boat shipping service might take about 60 days
to sail to Australia stopping off in Asia on the way but a faster more
expensive service might sail direct to Australia in 30 days. So you get
your things a month faster but it might cost you an extra $1500.
Depending on your circumstances this might be worth it.
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If you don’t ask you probably won’t be offered different transit times as
most sales people will base your quote on the slow boat so they have a
cheaper price which they will think will be more attractive, so make sure
you ask about this if it is important to you.
99% of delays, damage or losses are caused by handling in and out of
warehouses, terminals, on and off trucks etc. so if the FCL service is not
much more than the LCL or groupage service then I would always opt
for the FCL service for safety as well as speed.

Road Freight
Road freight services are very similar to shipping services. You can have
your things primarily moving between countries in Europe moved by
groupage, LCL or FTL. Again I would always go with paying for the
whole truck if within reach as your things will not get unloaded and re
loaded onto a truck or be sitting around in a warehouse for possibly
weeks. If you do decide to use a part load service go with a company
that specializes in the area you are going to. Google trade moving
services from xxx to xxx and see what comes up. There’s no point in
asking a mover for a quote say from London to Switzerland if they
specialize in shipping London to Australia for example. If you have a part
load, the cheapest way will be to have it go groupage where it gets put
with other similar loads and gets transported by a truck like ours
enclosed in the picture.
However if you want it collected and trucked to your house direct there
are van services that will do small loads direct for you. Google Large
Van Direct Removals and see what comes up in your area. Personally if
the budget allows you to go this route I would do it and avoid the
possibility of things getting lost or damaged while your things go in and
out of a warehouse while the mover is waiting for enough to transport to
that area or possibly sub-contracting the move out to another company
which means further transshipment into another warehouse for another
mover to take it to its destination.
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One other important note on European moves or deliveries into Europe;
if you are going with a part load service or have paid for a groupage
service from overseas to Europe, the typical size truck is like this one of
ours in the picture below. The only way we (and others) can
economically deliver a small shipment hundreds of miles, is to load it up
with lots of other small shipments and make a big truck load of small
shipments!
Makes sense yes? I’m telling you this in case you want delivery into a
tiny Italian or French village or up a mountain in Austria! If a large truck
cannot get into your village or down the road where your house is
located you will have a couple of options so be prepared.
Option 1: the moving crew can park up somewhere safe and then hire
a small van and offload your things into the van and deliver it to you.
This will however cost you extra and I can almost guarantee you that
this will not be included in your original contract or quote.
Option 2: is you hire or borrow a van or small truck and agree to meet
the truck and crew at a pre-determined place and accept delivery at the
car park or wherever and take it back to the house yourself, therefore
avoiding any extra charges.
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Choosing A Mover
Where do you start?
If you have read this book so far, you hopefully know a bit more about
moving and have a better idea of what you need to ask and the sort of
mover or shipping company you are looking for.
First thing is investigate. Ask work colleagues, friends or people you
know that might already be living at the destination country what mover
they used and were they any good? Make sure the people you ask were
moving to the same country though as there is no point asking someone
that moved from New York to Mexico for example about the mover they
used if you are moving New York to France. That is a completely
different specialty.
You can look online at reviews, company web sites, expat websites
discussing moving to your specific country and all will help you with
advice and possibly answer some questions. I wouldn’t discard a mover
though just because they might have a couple of negative reviews as it
is hard when shipping peoples belongings half way around the world to
keep everyone happy. Obviously if all you see are negative comments
then there is a serious problem but bear in mind if the majority are good
but there are the odd bad comments this could have been written by a
competitor, a disgruntled ex-staff member or someone that was
generally not happy with the service or the expectations were different to
what the client paid for. Remember there are often 2 sides to a story!
My own company has many great reviews but also has a few not so
good ones. One stands out to me as being written by a competitor as
the review goes into technical terms that the average shipper would not
use.
The other thing is that positive comments are not sought after on review
web sites. Most sites are looking for negative comments, bad
experiences etc. as I think the shock value attracts more viewers as well
as some sites can then charge a small fortune to the company with a
negative review in order for it to get removed.
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Lastly check to see the information is current as there is no point
reading a review about a company from 5 years ago. Companies
change in service, financial status and areas of specialization, personnel
and even ownership so it’s important to get up to date information.
So find companies with recent good reviews, specializing in the area
you are going to, have a physical address listed and have a license
number noted on their web site. If moving from the USA, the law says
the moving company needs an FMC license that is issued by the
Federal Maritime Commission. Do not choose a mover from the USA
unless they have a FMC license. If anything ever goes wrong, the FMC
will not only help you sort out the problem but can also offer an
arbitration service free of charge if you have a dispute with an
international mover in the USA.
I suggest narrowing your search down to 3 or 4 companies that you
would like to talk to and researching and finding the companies yourself
by looking online. Don’t just fill out one form from an internet broker with
a name like International Moving that promises to get you 5 or 6 quotes.
These leads with your information disclosed, will often be bought and
sold by movers and affiliated companies, and internet moving
companies with high powered sales operators won’t leave you alone
until they get you to book with them.
Now give the chosen companies a call. See what options they have, get
an idea on prices, ask some technical questions and may be something
geographical to see what response you get. For example you want to be
dealing with someone that not only knows the moving business but also
has some sense of where you are relocating to. Do they seem
knowledgeable? Do they know customs regulations or know where you
are going? May be they have been there themselves, do they know the
voltage in Manchester or if TV’s work or are the beds the same size. I’m
not saying this is a pre requisite for finding your mover but if they know
the answers to these questions then it certainly helps and gives you
confidence that they know what they are doing.
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Many years ago when I was about 20 years old I realized there was a
niche market between England and South Africa and the company I
worked for allowed me to go on a trip down there to visit local accounts
and movers for a few days. The experience was invaluable when back in
England and talking to corporate accounts moving personnel down there
and also shippers about to move there. I booked far more moves
because I knew about the country and what to expect and could answer
many questions about the destination or knew people to ask if I didn’t
know the answer. Many years later and being English and living in
America I have the same situation here on a regular basis with people
moving to England.
Another important factor is what market sector this mover is into. For
example if you are migrating and paying for the move yourself you might
not be looking for a mover that offers a first class corporate service.
They will surely do a great job but if money is not plentiful in your
relocation budget, using a company that moves all of Microsoft’s
employees or the President into the Whitehouse may not be the right
choice for you! So budget, experience and specialization in the
destination are all important factors.
The last piece of advice when choosing a mover would be; are you
looking for a mover that lets you save money and pack everything
yourself? Or, are you looking for a mover that packs everything for you?
Either service is good and it depends on your budget and the time and
resources you have available but if you want to pack everything yourself
and save some money there is no point asking a mover for a quote that
insists that they pack everything for you and then charge you
accordingly! By the way do not believe a mover who says everything
must be packed by them for security reasons and that you will have big
problems at destination customs if a mover does not pack everything. I
call total BS and the only reason they say this is because they employ
their own packers and therefore make a lot more money if they pack
everything for you.
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Customs at the destination will not know who packed the shipment if you
have done a proper packing list or even care at that point! They just
want to know you are not bringing in anything prohibited or illegal or new
items that they can charge you duties and taxes on.
So go on, call a few movers and see how you get on. If they are local
they will probably want to make an appointment with you and visit your
home to discuss your move and to view what you are thinking about
shipping. This is a good sign, make sure you show them everything that
you want to take and may be show them extra things that might go
depending on the price so you can see that difference. Again if this
person seems to know what he or she is doing and has a lot of
experience that’s great but if they have no idea where you are moving to
and have no advice for you then may be this isn’t the company for you.
If you are self-packing then home visits are normally not available as a
budget service does not have the profit in their rates to allow for a home
visit and it isn’t really necessary. However call them and ask lots of
questions ready! Their web site should also have lots of helpful
information and self-packing tips and a volume calculator so you can
click on the items you are thinking of shipping and it can calculate the
cubic feet of that item. An example of UPakWeShip’s volume estimator
is here.
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Technology and Moving
When I first moved abroad in 1980 I loved receiving letters from back
home and sent back letters and postcards on a weekly basis. These
days it’s a lot easier to stay in touch thanks to technology that we take
for granted! Obviously make new friends and get to know the new
culture, but make sure to keep in touch with friends and family back
home. Get a Vonage or similar VOIP phone or use WhatsApp and call
them regularly. Upload photos of your new surroundings on Facebook,
and organize video-calls with face time or equivalent and of course don’t
forget email or even a postcard by snail mail!
When choosing your mover, make sure they have an online tracking
system where you can see where your shipment is. You can also down
load ship tracking apps that will tell you where the ship is that is carrying
your container. Not only is it interesting for you to see where the ship
docked before your port of call, it can be a great geography lesson for
your kids.
Most professional movers these days use hand held electronic survey
tablets so when they come out to your house to see what you are
shipping and what needs to be packed they can note everything on a
touch screen and straight away email you or print you a copy of all the
items you have shown them to quote on shipping. This makes the
volume estimating very accurate providing you show the mover
everything. If however you forget about the attic during the survey then
your quote will not be accurate and the mover will charge you more as
they can now easily prove to you that they are packing items that were
not on the original list.
Other technological advances in the moving industry include on line
booking forms so the onus is on you to enter your name, address,
destination information and phone number etc. correctly. Payments can
often be done online with secure credit card applications, ACH transfer
or bank bill pay services.
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Trucks now have special GPS systems that only show truck routes and
have satellite tracking, SMS or talk capability with the office and the
operations or fleet manager can see where all his trucks are on his
computer or even on his phone. I know our drivers in Europe can’t turn
on or off their engine, park up and sleep or speed without the office
knowing about it. Even more fun is the office can be notified if a driver
for example parks up near the office for a break rather than pulling into
the yard or stops by his home while still working. Tolls, police fines in
Europe and even diesel can be paid by little digital boxes on the
dashboard. A lot of trucks in Europe even have video cameras recording
while driving making it being a bit like a planes black box.
Drivers of large moving trucks these days can earn decent money and
deserve a lot of respect for what they do. They are true professionals
moving these huge machines through residential roads, watching for
dead ends, low tree limbs and low bridges, crazy car drivers, in all sorts
of weather while taking care of your precious belongings. Somehow,
some (not all) still look good and have a smile on their face even though
they might not have been home for 3 weeks! The driver and crew should
all be wearing uniforms and have picture ids.
Security in mover’s warehouses these days is a lot tighter with remote
cameras and TV’s, and sophisticated alarm systems. Our terminal in
Charleston records the loading of all shipping containers so if there are
any questions down the road about was it loaded, how many pieces etc.
we have a record of it. As my daughter says “pics or it didn’t happen”
Make sure the movers you are talking to for quotes are up to date on
technology. Don’t forget to ask questions….. Will the crew be uniformed
and have proper IDs? Does the warehouse have security cameras? Will
I have a tracking number?
Whilst technology can’t actually beam your shipment to its destination
yet, it can give you peace of mind while being detached from all your
precious bits and pieces.
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The Destination
What goes on at the destination is very important to the success of
your move. Obviously the agent in the country you are moving to needs
to be up to date with all the customs requirements and provide you good
customer service by keeping you informed about what is going on,
getting the right documentation completed by you in advance and
getting your shipment cleared through customs with speed and
efficiency.
Before you even book your move with the mover at your origin it is a
good idea to ask your contact who they would be using at the
destination. Obviously if there are lots of hmmms and well it depends
etc. it’s not a good sign. If they tell you the name ask some basics about
them, why do you use them? How long have you used them? Do you
know them personally? Have you sent customers to them before that
have had great service?
I also suggest calling the mover at the destination yourself or at a
minimum email them saying you are moving to Sydney for example and
can you send me some customs information and any other useful
material for moving to Sydney at the services you provide. I am not
suggesting you ask them for prices direct but at least find out if you feel
comfortable about them handling your belongings when it gets there.
May be you can also mention who you are using at the origin. If they
come back to you and say if I were you I would contact this other
company and not the company you mentioned, it’s a sign there could be
logistical problems down the road as these two companies are obviously
not offering a seamless logistical service between them!
Unfortunately as the mover at the origin is giving you the door to door
price, it’s the mover at the origin that is then utilizing the services of
another mover at the destination and not your choice unless you
specifically request a particular agent at the destination. Most times this
all works smoothly but if there seems to be any financial concerns
between them, things can go wrong.
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For example if the origin mover owes the destination mover money, the
destination mover can in some countries legally hold your shipment in
their warehouse or in the port and refuse to deliver it until they get paid.
So it is important that the mover you choose at origin is financially stable
and doesn’t seem to have any credit or money problems with other
movers and agents overseas. As it’s the mover at origin that chooses
the mover at the destination you want to try and make sure that they are
going to be using a mover for the right reasons. By this I mean, are they
the best qualified for the job and not just offering the origin mover the
best price. Again is everything included?
You don’t want the mover at destination telling you that the port charges
or THC were not included and they won’t deliver your things until you
owe them $$$. Make sure your rate covers delivery into your house if
that’s what you need. Some movers on small shipments will only include
up to your front door or curbside which is fine if you’re ok with that but
make sure what you have paid for and that’s the service you are going
to get.
A full service mover will also unpack everything and set up basic
furniture likes beds and then take away the packing materials that were
used which is handy otherwise you will have to dispose of all the
materials. My personal suggestion though is do not ask for your cartons
to be unpacked on the delivery day. I have worked on delivery crews in
my early days where the customer demanded everything be unpacked.
The result is china; glass, pictures, ornaments, clothes, DVD’s etc. piled
up and perched on every flat surface in the kitchen, living room and
bedrooms. Add in a dog or small kids and your stressful day just went
into warp mode! You do not need to have everything unpacked on
delivery day and you can sign your delivery documentation saying all
cartons received but not opened or inspected for damage.
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Read and check your insurance policy as most insurance companies will
allow you to make a claim within 30 days of the delivery. So I suggest
leaving everything in the cartons and you unpack them in your own time.
I suggest putting all china and glass through the dishwasher before
putting it away and clothes in the laundry or cleaners. It doesn’t matter
how well it was wrapped and packed if it’s been in a box for 6-8 weeks
and it needs cleaning! Small fragile items are safer being left packed up
in the cartons until you decide where they are to be placed rather than
stuck on some kitchen work surface or shelves.
Check with the mover and also do your own research on Google about
what documentation you will need to clear customs at the destination.
As much as the mover should be able to advise you, bottom line it’s your
stuff and therefore your responsibility to make sure you have the correct
documentation needed for customs.
As a rule of thumb duties and taxes can be charged on new items or
items that are less than 6 months old. You will need to be a returning
resident or have some sort of visa in order for you to import your things
into the country. If you are furnishing a secondary home or a holiday
home you will probably have to pay duties and taxes on the shipment.
This will be worked out by you providing a list of the things and
estimating the values. Remember though it’s the value of the item now
and not when you bought it so the second hand value can be quite low!
Check also in advance what is not allowed to be imported. I think all
countries are going to allow your clothes and dishes but not all countries
allow for example DVD’s without inspecting them, religious items such
as bibles to Saudi Arabia, dried flowers into Australia, food stuff to most
countries are also banned. Smoking products and alcohol although not
always banned are normally subject to high taxes and duties so I
suggest leaving them out of our shipment.
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Vehicles and motorbikes and basically anything that needs a title needs
to be thoroughly investigated by you with the destination customs and
MVA equivalent to not only check if its allowed to enter the country but
also can it come into the country without having to pay high taxes and
duties and possible extra charges in alterations to make it compliant.
Check out things like the electrical voltage and cycles.
There is no point in shipping electrical items that won’t work there or bed
sheets that don’t fit on the destinations bed size. Do they have the same
TV system so that your TV’s will work? America runs on a NTSC format
whereas most of Europe and Australia runs on Pal. So American DVD’s
will only work in Europe if you ship an America TV and DVD player and
voltage transformer to play them on and don’t forget even then you
won’t get the TV programs working on the TV. If you are lucky enough to
have a multi system TV and player then obviously you are good to go.
When my kids were young and we moved from England to The USA, we
took all the kids English videos and one English TV and set it up in the
play room with a voltage converter so they could still watch Postman
Pat, Thomas the Tank Engine and others. This maintained familiarity
with the kids and may be prolonged their British accents by may be a
few years, but they loved it!
Most countries do not allow any food in your shipment but many people
will ship small quantities of herbs and spices and more often than not
they will get through but it’s not normally allowed and it can cause
problems and delays so I strongly suggest just buying new at your local
store when you get to your destination. You’re going to have to get used
to the local brands sooner or later so you might as well save on shipping
costs and start afresh! We have recently had a few shippers wanting to
take pet food with them and this has also caused delays and
confiscation at the destination.
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Your pet, child or spouse is sooner or later going to have to get used to
the local brands of product x so you might as well buy local from day
one and leave the stuff behind!
This doesn’t really have anything to do with moving but please, please
visit the place before moving all your things there. You will be surprised
at how many people we move out, we ship back within months! They tell
me weather sucked, family were not as they had imagined, internet
match didn’t work, too expensive, things have changed since I used to
live there, it was different living there than being here on vacation, health
care is too expensive etc. so please do check thoroughly and research
before you waste thousands of dollars moving all your stuff there and
may be back again. Good for international movers profits, but bad for
your bank account!

Customs
Part of what to take and what to leave behind due to customs has
already been mentioned in the previous chapter but let’s go into the
customs issue in more detail.
Customs have a lot of power! More than the police in a lot of countries
and are the only part of the law that can enter your premises without
warning and without a search warrant in many places around the world.
What they say and what they do pretty much stands. There is no easy
way to argue, appeal or ignore them, so don’t upset them and do as you
are told and complete all the forms honestly and don’t try and smuggle
anything into the country illegally It’s not a good idea and certainly not a
long term plan if your wanting to stay in the country if you upset customs
or the immigration department upon arrival!
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Apart from researching what can be brought in to the country, you need
to look at the paperwork requirements for a work or some type of
residency visa. What language do you need to present your documents
in for example, some destinations will need your packing list in Spanish
or French or get a form signed and stamped at their consulate before
you left the origin country.
Make sure you have the right visa requirements, spare notarized copies
of birth certificates, wedding paperwork and passports.
Customs have a right to open your things and inspect them all at any
time and with no warning at the country of origin or at the destination.
With today’s security measures this is becoming quite common.
Customs will routinely pass containers through a large x ray machine a
bit like they do with your luggage when you fly; checking to see
everything looks safe. The trouble is with a shipping container full of
your household belongings is, there is no conformity compared with any
other cargo.
For example if you are Dell and shipping computers, you will have
pallets loaded with boxes of computers on them, all the same size all in
conformity. The customs officer looking at the screen is going to see the
same size box with the same shaped item in each box over and over
again. Now along comes your household goods container and through
the x-ray screen the containers load looks all higgledy piggledy and the
customs officer can’t get an idea of what’s really in the container. So he
chooses that one for further investigation and inspection.
That will often mean that everything has to come out of the container so
that the customs officers can look at everything and probably open up
and inspect closer, certain cartons or pieces of furniture.
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What doesn’t help is that customs often do not have their own
warehouses to inspect these containers so the containers have to be
trucked to another government or sometimes private warehouse facility
and then unloaded by a private contractor ready for the customs official
to come and take a look.
The bad news is the private contractor is going to be charging for
unloading the container which ultimately is going to be billed back to
you. On top of that, the shipping line normally after about 3- 5 days is
allowed to start charging container rent which really means penalty fees
for not returning its container back to them on time whilst this is going on
with customs. So unfortunately you have a possibility of an X-ray
charge, an inspection charge and a container rental charge. Your mover
who is clearing the shipment through customs at the destination country
will often pay all this to the right authorities on your behalf but will
obviously be looking for payment from you before they deliver your
things.
Many movers will often put on an additional handling charge on top of
this for sorting it all out. As it takes time they are entitled to do this but
make sure you are not paying for the mover’s new truck he wants to buy
and it’s just a small handling fee on top of the official receipts. If you feel
nothing is getting done or the customs inspection is proceeding very
slowly, depending on the country and your language ability, feel free to
call customs yourself for an update.
If this is not possible, ask your mover to call them. DO NOT accept the
old answer, you or we cannot do that in case we upset them, you are
entitled to know what’s going on and although customs do not like
getting calls, there is no harm in politely asking the status and is there
any other information you require while you inspect my things?
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I have probably totally put you off shipping anything now with all these
customs nightmares and yes I do have many stories but, actually this is
more of a BUT! It is still rare that this will cost you a fortune and many
shipments go through every day with no inspections and no extra
charges but the problem is growing and therefore needs to be
mentioned and you are now warned!

Insurance
This is one of the few real extras that you will have to pay for on top of
your move.
It cannot really be included as the cost or premium of the insurance
policy is going to depend on the value you declare to the company that
you want to insure your things for.
First any mover or shipper that says insurance is included is sketchy! If it
is then it’s probably not worth having and there are so many exclusions
that although it’s included it will never pay out! (There is no such thing
as a free lunch)
Second, I would not go with a policy where the mover is self-insuring as
again their coverage will be minimal and paying out on a claim is going
to affect their profit on the move and also possibly the commission the
sales person is getting for your booking.
You should get an application form to complete from the insurance
company where you have to list the contents and the values. This list
needs to be as detailed as possible. For example if you have box 3
listed as clothes and values of $100 and it goes missing them you can
only claim for clothes worth $100.
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You can’t then go back to the insurance company and say oh there was
my stereo wrapped up in there as well or my DVD collection. Also if you
have a high value items you need to list it separate.
Check to see what the high value requirement is e.g. over $500 or over
$1000 per item. Also check on the deductible. Just as your car
insurance probably states in the small print that you are responsible for
the first $500 in the event of a claim, the International Transit Insurance
policy will also have a deductible.
Often the rate will change depending on the deductible as well. So for
example an insurance rate might be 3% of the value you declare on all
you items with a $0.00 deductible but you might get 2.5% if you agree to
a $250 deductible.
Ask how you would make a claim if you needed to at the destination.
Does the insurance company have local representation at the
destination? Also make sure you are given a policy and a claims form for
your policy or at least on line instructions in case you need to claim the
other end. Check on the coverage between items that you have packed
compared to if the mover packs. Normally you cannot get coverage
against breakage if you packed it yourself but you can still get coverage
against loss or damage to the outside of the box that might cause
damage to the contents, for example if a box got wet or stabbed by a
forklift blade!
Take lots of pictures of expensive items in your shipment so you can
prove if necessary that the item was packed well in a box and wrapped
in bubble wrap and cardboard etc.
Lastly before committing to the movers choice of insurance company
please check your existing house contents policy as it’s possible that
moving your things are included or for a small surcharge this can be
covered.
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Insurance options are normally as follows:
1: Full coverage for professionally packed items.
2: PBO (packed by owner) coverage, if you are doing your own packing,
coverage against loss of a box or external damage to a box or boxes
including water damage or fire that can result in damaged contents.
3: Total loss only which will only cover you if everything gets lost e.g.
due to the ship sinking or container falling in the sea.
Full coverage should cover you against everything but read the small
print. Expect to pay between 3 or 4% of the value for this policy but
watch for the deductible.
For option 2 expect to pay 2 or 2.5% of the value and a good example of
coverage would be if a carton of glassware was delivered in perfectly
good shape, but when the box was opened the glasses were broken,
the insurance company will say you didn’t pack it right so you are not
covered but if the same box was delivered with a big hole in the side of it
caused by a forklift or soaking wet and that had caused the glass to
break them you would be covered.
Total loss insurance covers you only if you lose everything e.g. the ship
sinks or container falls into the sea. Premiums will range between1 and
1.5%. We ship about 2500 shipments per year and have a total loss
about once every 10 years so it’s most unlikely but once in a while it can
happen, normally due to severe storms.
We had our first claim for total loss in a very long time recently when a
container got water logged sitting in Port Elizabeth in New York during
Hurricane Sandy. The container had been loaded in the Mid-West and
railed into New York and unfortunately was sitting not only in the wrong
place at the wrong time but at the bottom of a container stack in the port
when the storm hit.
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We really never got to the bottom of it from the shipping line or the port
authority as to why the container got wet inside after all they can get wet
sitting on a ship and don’t let in water so the container must have
actually been sitting in fairly deep water for some time to leak into the
container. It’s rare but just in case, I advise you at least to get total loss
insurance and if you can, get the best coverage that you are offered and
can afford.

Speed
The transit time as it’s commonly referred to, can be an important factor
in your relocation.
Are you going to be staying in a hotel while you wait for your things so
you need them as soon as possible or are you staying at a friend or
relatives place while you get settled and find your own accommodation
so speed is not important.If you are paying $200 per night for a hotel for
example then spending an additional $1000 to get your shipment sent
by airfreight 6 weeks sooner than by ship would certainly be worth it !
Often though, the cost comparison between air and sea and transit time
is not that simple and airfreight is so outrageous that unless you just
have a few boxes, it’s just cost prohibitive.
Sea freight can still have its different transit times though and the price
can often dictate the speed of the move. The slowest means is by
consolidation or groupage as it’s often called. This service is where you
only pay for the space you use in the container but as the price is cheap
the container it’s loaded in will only ship once there are enough
household effects shipments to that destination available to fill that
container.
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Speed (Cont'd)
A faster way for part loads is LCL where your things will be loaded into a
crate and tendered to a shipping line that consolidates all kinds of things
to that destination and runs a regular weekly or bi weekly service. This is
faster than groupage but more expensive and still has to get loaded and
unloaded in warehouses.
The fastest shipping method is having your own shipping container
where it gets loaded at your house, trucked straight to the port, loaded
on a ship, shipped to destination, and trucked to your new house for
delivery. No delays hopefully but you do need to be shipping furniture as
well as boxes to make this cost effective. For long distances for example
moving to Australia from UK or USA then for a higher price you can get
direct ships sailing rather than transiting Asia which again could save
you 2-4 weeks in transit time.

Add On Services
By add on services I mean things that you might be offered by your
mover that really have nothing to do with moving. These things might
include pet shipping, house cleaning, area orientation in your new city,
and house selling, house buying, school search, tax refunds and
insurance.
Except insurance which you probably couldn’t get anywhere else my
personal opinion would be to hire these services if you need them direct
from a company that specializes in that service. The mover is either
going to be sub-contracting these services out to someone you have no
control over and uplifting the price by 20% or not doing the job
themselves properly or getting an introductory commission by
recommending you to contact someone else.
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Add On Services (Cont'd)
Either way you are better to be going out to 2-3 companies yourself that
specialize in the service you require. Again educate yourself and choose
a company that provides the service you want direct and not via a
mover. Make sure they are licensed and get all inclusive prices in
writing.

What's Included?
So you are now getting quotes coming in on email. (Anyone that still
sends something through the mail is living and running their business in
the last century and should be avoided!)
So what do you need to look for?
Well the obvious ones are like is it door to door, terminal to door,
terminal to terminal or door to terminal. Other important factors are, is
packing included? Are terminal handling and port charges included? Are
there currency adjustment factors or fuel surcharges that might be
extra? Is there a documentation charge? Be bold and ask them what’s
extra? What can I expect to pay on top of this? I think we are the only
company that offers a price guarantee but please check to see if there
are any others. If the answer is there is nothing, make sure you get this
in writing!
A good company will probably tell you everything is included except:
things out of their control for example duties and taxes (which customs
can charge on new items or items less than 6 or 12 months old) or on
alcohol or cigarettes or customs inspection or customs x ray charges, or
storage and port charges if your shipment is held while you get the
correct documentation needed to clear customs.
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What's Included? (Cont'd)
If you are planning to collect at a terminal at the destination or your
quote is to door but excludes port and handling charges at destination,
make sure you know and have it in writing how much you are to pay at
the destination before the delivery or port agent will release your
shipment. Unless these destination charges are agreed in advance
these can be really expensive. It could be many hundreds of dollars so
be very careful if port and THC charges at destination are not included!
Other exclusions are bad access meaning if you live in a dwelling that a
truck can’t get anywhere close to or if you want delivery above the 1st or
2nd floor or if parking permits are needed. Other charges could be if
there is an elevator involved as that can often totally slow down the
move so they want extra money and also a long carry meaning they
might have to walk everything over 50 feet from truck to the front door
for example.
Other extras will be insurance which I will explain later. Try and get the
company to be as transparent and all inclusive as possible as you don’t
want any over budget surprises at the destination! It’s easy to offer you a
cheap price up front if they are going to rip you off the other end so be
careful!
Again make sure you feel comfortable with the person you are dealing
with, get things in writing, don’t let them charge you more later, make
sure they know what they are talking about and are genuine and
trustworthy.
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You Pack or The Mover Packs
First or all do not believe what I call the old wives tale that if you pack it
yourself you will have huge security problems and extra customs
inspection charges. This is a total myth and made up by the movers that
employ packers and offer to do the packing for you. Movers make a lot
of money by charging you about $1000 per day for packing services and
paying their packers about $10-$12 per hour for the pleasure but there
is nothing to stop you doing it yourself if you so wish! Here are some of
the pros and cons...
… IF THE MOVER PACKS:
●

●
●

●

●

●

Probably less stressful and leaves you more time to get other stuff done and
have leaving parties!
You can buy better insurance coverage.
If you don’t have the experience, fitness, time or inclination to do it yourself, then
let the mover pack and load it for you.
If your company / employer are paying for it you might as well use a packing
service.
If your mover of choice seems to have good international experience in packing
or you need some particular specialized packing or crating to be done.
If you have larger items that you don’t think you could pack well yourself like a
dining room set, antiques, pool table piano etc.

...IF YOU PACK:
●

●

●

●

●

If you have plenty of lead time, you can do a little each day and have a good sort
out as you go.
If you think you can wrap your valuables better than the mover. (Personally I
think most people can if they have the time). Movers are about profit, speed,
material costs where as you are about let’s give my special heirloom one more
wrap of bubble just to be on the safe side!
If you have moved before and have watched a packer and know you can do a
better job yourself.
You have the means and space to buy materials and store the boxes and
furniture as you go.
You want to save money.
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You Pack or The Mover Packs (Cont'd)
Small moves can be packed into boxes yourself and dropped off
somewhere local if you want to save money on a collection. You can
also have pod like crates delivered to your home which you can load up
and have collected at a later date and shipped through to your residence
overseas. Our product called the U Cube is extremely popular with selfpackers as it allows them extra protection on their boxes, ship things
that don’t fit in regular cartons and as it’s a lump sum price, you know
exactly how much it’s going to cost up front.
Shipping line 20 foot containers can also be packed and loaded
yourself. A 20 foot shipping container can hold a small house load and a
40ft a large house. For a rough guide a 20ft container is about the same
size as a single garage and a 40ft a double garage. I have enclosed
some packing and loading tips further on in the book.
A lot of people are happy with doing the packing themselves but are not
comfortable with the loading of everything into a shipping container. A
good compromise that a lot of our customers do is pack everything
themselves and then contract a local mover like Two Men and a Truck to
load it all up in the container for them.
You still save money compared with paying an international mover to
pack and load it and don’t break your back or give yourself a heart
attack in the process!
You can have a great trouble free move with no damage either way!
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Cost Saving Ideas
As a general rule, take all your furniture or leave it all behind and just
ship personal things in boxes. Anything in between that can get costly
per item for what you are taking. The people that take boxes and a bed
or a sofa for example are paying a lot per cubic foot for the volume they
are shipping as adding the bed or sofa to the boxes now deletes any
saving they would have got with just boxes. Once you get beyond
shipping boxes only, the more you take the less per cube you are paying
so you might as well then take the whole house in a 20 foot container. A
40 foot container is probably only 30% - 40% more than a 20 foot
container.
For example:
A shipment of just boxes might cost $1000-$1500 door to door.
A shipment of boxes and a sofa might costs $2000-$2500
A shipment of boxes and 6 items of furniture might cost $3000-$4000
A 20 foot container with all your things in it might cost $5000-$8000
A 40 foot container with all your things and a car might cost $10,000$15,000
If you think you can pack everything ok but not sure about loading the
container yourself then look into hiring a local reputable mover to help
you for a few hours load. It will probably only cost you a few hundred
dollars but could save you thousands with the chiropractor! Local
movers know how to pack a moving truck well so they should be fine
with a shipping container. Ask them to bring trollies and a walk ramp to
make loading easier.
Do not try and save money by using cheapo boxes like you get free from
a supermarket. They just don’t have the strength. Also avoid fruit boxes
for the same reason plus the risk of infestation from bugs and possible
Department of Agriculture or equivalent intervention involving fumigation
and extra costs.
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Cost Saving Ideas (Cont'd)
Have a major clear out before you go. Do not ship stuff that you haven’t
used for years or possibly won’t work or be of any use at your new
destination. Remember you might have to ship it all back again one day!
Being minimalistic will save you a fortune and make movers poor!

Must Remember Items (Quick Recap)
●
●
●

●
●

●

●

●

●
●
●
●
●

●

●

●

Research and chose a few movers that sound the best option for you.
Check they know what they are talking about, ask lots of questions.
Compare costs of air and shipping options compared to hotel fees or temporary
accommodation.
Groupage will in most cases take a lot longer than LCL.
Putting items in a crate increases your overall volume but gives much better
protection.
Make sure everything is all inclusive, particularly at destination THC & Port
Charges being included
Ask for proof if charged for any extras such as an x ray, customs inspection or
demurrage.
Check on the movers license (Any USA company needs to be licensed with the
FMC)
Destination Agent: who is it? Reviews? Price all included?
Customs documentation needed for import.
Have a good sort out, don’t pay for shipping on items you don’t need.
No human or pet food allowed to most countries.
Sometimes paying more for a faster transit time is worth it compared to hotel
fees.
Door to Door moving in your own 20 or 40 foot shipping container is the safest
way to go.
Shipping alcohol or cigarettes will normally result in an amount of duty and tax
that makes it more expensive than if you bought it locally.
Buying locally rather than shipping your favorite brands makes financial sense.
Sooner or later you are going to have to accept it. (Although being a Brit I must
confess I still miss Cadburys and can’t accept Hershey’s!)
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Minimum Mover Requirements
When choosing a mover, here are some suggested requirements you
should be looking for:
From USA minimum of FMC License, membership of IAM.
From Europe minimum of a European Movers membership as well as
IAM.
From UK minimum of BAR Overseas membership
Other great associations that will keep its members to a quality standard
are LACMA, FIDI, OMNI, EUROVAN, UTS, WCA
You need the mover’s address and business license.
Check for reviews and references. Ask if you can email a recent
customer.
Check the years they have been in business. I would always pick a
company that has been in business a minimum of 3 years.
Never pay a mover up front!
Sign a contract to protect you and the mover so you are all in agreement
but make sure you read all the small print first!
If a mover doesn’t have email, a useful website, online tracking, online
payment options, customs regulations for popular countries then steer
clear!
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Doing it Right
If you do decide to go ahead and do a self-pack or self-load option, here
are some good tips.
Wear proper shoes. You need good grip and protection against items
falling on your feet. They need to be comfortable and grip well in and
outside the house and possible in dry and wet weather.
Buy good quality packing cartons, packing paper and bubble wrap.
Lifting straps are great if you have some heavy stuff to lift and use your
legs and not your back to lift.
Know your limits! Don’t kill yourself! You probably don’t do this sort of
strenuous work every day so take your time, do a little packing every
day and have as much prepared as possible in advance on actual
moving day.
Drink lots of water or Gatorade and take breaks at least every hour if
hot. If you are having movers pack and load, give them lots of water or
Gatorade.
Try and do loading and lifting early in the morning before it gets too hot.
If you are loading a shipping container, have everything ready packed
and stacked in your garage or downstairs rooms near the front door the
day before loading.
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Shipping Containers
Whether you are loading your own container or having a professional
mover load it, you need to check that it is clean and dry before anything
goes in the container. The container driver is meant to do this when he
collects it from the terminal but that does mean he has to get out of his
cab so I’m not sure it always gets done.
Shipping containers are large metal boxes that transport various
commodities around the world. The previous user is meant to have left it
in a clean condition with no damage and although there are inspections
when the empty container is dropped back to the terminal after use,
some containers can be a little suspect.
They are normally sea worthy though and have no holes but the easiest
way to check is for one of you to get in the container while the other
person shuts the doors. It should be pitch black! If you see the sun or
the sky you have a problem and water can seep into the container and
get everything wet. The floor should be clean but if it looks dusty or dirty
from the previous load them sweep it out before loading all your things
in it.
Another trick if the floor is dirty is placing flat cardboard boxes on the
floor and possibly taping them down so they don’t move. You need the
bottoms of your boxes clean as they could be being delivered onto your
brand new white rug in the living room next month in paradise!
Lastly you don’t want any smells lurking in the container. If there is a
stink of fish, chemicals, damp or worse do not allow your things to be
loaded into it. The driver needs to go back and get another one.
Even if this costs you paying some extra for your loaders to come back
again next day or an extra night in the hotel, it’s better than in 4-5 weeks’
time opening that container and having all your precious stuff stinking of
mold, covered in coal dust, smelling of fish or wet or damp.
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Shipping Containers (Cont'd)
While on this subject, it reminds me to tell you that you should never
book your move to be completed the day before your flights are booked.
The above is an obvious reason but add to that, bad weather, strikes,
breakdowns, accidents etc. always leave a spare day just in case. The
extra $250 in a hotel room is so much better than the high blood
pressure and melt down that might happen. Do not move the day before
you fly.
Whenever possible, providing your move includes furniture, ship it door
to door in your own exclusive load container door to door. What goes in
at your house basically must come out so nothing can go missing and
as long as it’s packed and stowed correctly, they will be no damage.
This might be more than an LCL or groupage container price but if it’s
not too significant and you can afford it, go with a container. It eliminates
any double handling in and out of warehouses and off and on trucks.
When a container arrives at your house for loading, it will be on the back
of a truck and not on the ground. If you are having a professional mover
pack and load your things then they should come with a loading ramp
for safe and easy loading.
If you are hiring a local mover to load your things, ask them to bring a
load ramp or walk ramp they are sometimes called with them to make it
easier for everybody.
If you are loading yourself you might be able to hire a loading ramp from
a local hire store or mover but if not your choices are as follows:
Have enough friends and family so that two of you stay in the back of
the container to load it while everyone else brings things out to the truck
and lifts it into the back of the container.
You make your own loading ramp.
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Shipping Containers (Cont'd)
You hire a small truck with a tail lift / lift gate to help lift up any heavy
items that you might otherwise struggle with.
Containers once loaded at your residence are sealed with a security
lock which is placed through the container door so that it cannot be
opened without a serious set of bolt cutters! Each seal has a unique
number on it and it should stay in place until it arrives at your house
overseas.
This is normally the case unless you are moving to Australia in which
case everything will have to come out of the container for quarantine
inspection and elsewhere for similar reasons or physical customs
inspections.
These seals are checked regularly throughout the shipping process on
ships, trucks and in the container terminals and ports to check they are
still secure. If customs break the seal to look inside they should place
the broken seal inside the container doors and replace it with a new
seal.
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CONTAINER SELF LOADING TIPS
Start with the large and heavy items like appliances and load them on
the floor against the far wall of the container. Continue loading heavier
items on the floor and towards the front of the container. Place lighter
items on top. Pack the items tightly so nothing moves. Work your way
along in tiers loading from bottom to top. Look at the spaces in the tier
and then go and look for an item to fill that space. Sometimes you can
use an empty box, pillows, blankets or even soft toys to fill in the gaps.
Think of it as an adult game of Tetris!
Packing and loading the container well is the key to getting your
shipment in good shape the other end. Pack as much as you can into
cartons or plastic crates. They are easier to carry and give better
protection plus it’s easier to pack your container in tiers or layers with
cartons of similar size. If in doubt, put another layer of packing material
on the item, better safe than sorry! Write the contents on the cartons so
you know where you want to put the box at destination and whether you
need to open it yet. Load lighter and fragile items at the top of the
container. Use blankets, bubble wrap and cardboard to protect items
from rubbing against each other and to fill in any spaces.
It is important that everything fits in snug and tight so that nothing can
move, slide, or drop. If items are not secured tight they will move around
and cause damage. A ship rolling in heavy seas or the truck braking
hard or going up a steep hill could cause the load to move unless
packed tight. You cannot leave a space at the back of the container
otherwise everything up high will fall down! If there is space at the door
of the crate, do not load tiers so high therefore spreading the load at an
equal height throughout the container. Alternatively build a bulkhead
using plywood to hold the shipment in place or you can buy one of these
loading bars with telescopic ends that fit across the container and keep
everything behind it secure.
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Packing
General:
Make sure every box/piece is labeled with your last name. Be sure to
tape all of the seams of the cartons (top, bottom and sides). So that
cartons do not collapse or crush, be sure they are filled to the top, using
packing materials to fill any unused spaces at the top. Do not use
printed newspaper, the print rubs off! Bubble wrap is your friend, use a
lot of it, wrap it around an item and tape it so it stays on.
Arm Chairs & Sofas:
If loading your own container, place the sofa or arm chair in a plastic bag
to keep it clean and then wrap it in moving blankets. These plastic bags
are for sale in from most self-storage centers.
Beds & Mattresses:
Insert mattress in a bed bag or 2 for better protection and load in the
container. For added protection you can buy mattress boxes. For part
loads due to their size which not only makes them expensive to ship,
and risk of getting dragged along the ground and therefore being dirty,
unless the mattress is very expensive or has special memories I suggest
you might be best to leave it behind and buy new when you get there. If
you have a 20 or 40 foot container then loading these at the front and
rear of the container makes a great bulk head and cushion for the load
Bikes:
Wrap the bike in an old blanket or sheet to protect the finish if you are
loading in a shipping container but ask a local bike store for a bike
shipping box if you are sending as a part load shipment. You will
probably have to take off the seat and handle bars and possible a wheel
to make it fit.
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Packing (Cont'd)
Books:
Books can get heavy, so it is best to pack them in smaller cartons.
Boxes:
Everything travels better when protected and padded in a box. Try and
keep all your boxes to one size if possible or if you have a lot of different
shapes and sizes, use a book carton, medium and large carton so they
easily all stack together.
Clothes:
Dresses, suits, jackets and coats can be packed into hanging wardrobe
boxes. Other items should be folded in large cartons or put in suitcases.
Your clothes will get wrinkled; there is really no way to prevent this.
Dishes and Glassware:
Every piece needs to be wrapped separately using paper or bubble
wrap. Place crumpled paper at the top and bottom top of the carton for
extra cushioning. Place plates on their edge in the carton, rather than
flat. Mark the boxes "FRAGILE' Better still buy a special dish carton
which is a lot thicker cardboard for your glass and chinaware.
Kitchenware:
Pots and pans can be stacked into boxes with layers of crumpled paper
in between. Anything breakable needs to be wrapped in paper or bubble
wrap before being placed into a box. Make sure the heaviest items are
at the bottom of the carton.
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Packing (Cont'd)
Lamps:
Remove the shade and pack it in a carton (using crushed paper as
cushioning). Remove the bulb from the lamp and wrap the base in
bubble wrap before packing. Mark the boxes "FRAGILE' and "TOP
LOAD" so that no other cartons are stacked on top of them.
Lawn Mowers:
If loading your own shipping container drain fuel and oil or the fluids will
leak all over the shipment. Remove handles or fold them down to save
space. Wrap in old blankets or sheets (something absorbent is best).
Ride on tractors can be protected in a small crate. Make sure battery is
disconnected and oil and fuel is drained.
Mirrors/Pictures:
Put masking tape in an "X" over the glass. Wrap the mirror in bubble
wrap. Place the paintings into picture cartons or "build' a box with sheets
of cardboard. Be sure to stand pictures and mirrors upright (not flat).
Miscellaneous:
Chances are you can find a box for it or adapt to make a box for it.
Remember, everything will travel better when fitted into a box
Paint/Flammables/Guns/Narcotics:
NOT ALLOWED!
Paintings:
Wrap the painting in paper and then in bubble wrap; bubble wrap might
stick to the finish if applied directly to the painting. Place the paintings
into picture cartons or "build' a box with sheets of cardboard. Be sure to
stand the paintings upright (not flat).
Rugs:
Roll up the rug (with the underside facing out) and secure the bundle
with tape. You might also want to wrap the bundle in brown paper or
plastic, or fold it up into a box.
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Cars, Boats and Bikes
Many people want to ship their cars, motorcycles, Jet Ski’s etc. with
them. Depending where you are going, but quite often if you have
owned them for more than 12 months and are moving to a new country
they can be imported duty and tax free. Check with your mover as well
as the local customs authority or the consulate to get the exact rules and
regulations regarding the importation and tax and duty free procedure if
any.
There are two ways of moving these things.
1/ Roll on Roll off Ship.
Your wheels can be driven onto the ship and driven off the other end.
This is often the cheapest method if there is a direct route to where you
want to ship it to. Ask your mover for a quote for moving your car but
also get one or two quotes from a car shipping company. You might find
your mover is making a healthy profit for passing your car shipping job
onto someone else that you could have contracted yourself direct. You
can save money if you drive your machine to the port its being shipped
from and also if you choose to collect it from the port at the destination.
If not you can request a door to door quote that cover’s everything in
between. You will have to pay some port handling charges at the
destination port that covers the unloading charge but it’s normally quite
reasonable. You will also have to clear your wheels through customs or
pay a customs broker to do this for you. On average a broker is going to
charge you about $150 but if you are not too far away from the arrival
port depending on the destination country of course, you can often
produce the title, bill of lading, passport and proof of insurance to
customs and get the vehicle cleared in a few hours yourself.
WARNING: When you drop off your car at the port terminal, you will be leaving it with the
keys inside and it will be unlocked for the entire journey. Anything that was not fixed to the
car beforehand probably won’t be there when you collect it again the other end! Nothing is
allowed in the car or trunk / boot / saddle bags / glove box so make sure you leave nothing
in the vehicle. This includes baby seats.
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Cars, Boats and Bikes (Cont'd)
2/ Loading it in a Container
Option 2 is to load your car and your belongings into a shipping
container. This is a good option if you are taking a lot of furniture and
filling up a 20 foot container as sometimes a 40 foot container is not that
much more. If you can get a 40 foot container and load all your things
and a car for only 15-25% more than the 20 foot then it has to be worth
it right! You can often get your mover or you can quite easily load it
yourself at your residence. The easiest way that I have done this is by
hiring a tow truck to come out to you. After loading all your household
items in the container and building a bulkhead, drive the car onto the
tow truck.
Reverse the tow truck up to the container and reverse the car into the
container. Cars should always be reversed in and be loaded near the
doors as customs are far more likely to be checking the vin number of
your car to see if it belongs to you than all your boxes of stuff! Bear in
mind that a 40 foot shipping container and a 20 foot tractor unit is a lot of
longitude and can be hard to get to a residential area, particularly in
Europe so make sure the access is ok both ends if you want a door to
door service for the container.
Alternatively if access is bad for a 40 foot container you could unload it
at a nearby parking lot or may be at your place of work or a self-storage
place. You can unload the car the same way as loading but obviously in
reverse!
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DO NOT SHIP LIST
Do Not Ship any opened containers of any liquids. Internal combustion
engines or small yard work equipment must be drained of all fluids
(gasoline, diesel and/or motor oil) prior to shipping.
Acids
Aerosols
All Food
Ammonia
Ammunition
Antifreeze
Battery with acids
Bleach
Charcoal briquettes
Cleaning fluids
Combustible liquids
Contraband
Corrosive liquids
Disinfectants
Dyes
Enamel
Engine starting fluids

Gasoline
Insecticides
Iron/steel rust preventatives
Kerosene
Lacquer
Lamp oil
Lighter fluids
Liquid Poisons
Matches
Motor Oil
Oil stains for wood
Paint and paint-related materials
Pesticides
Petroleum products
Polishes
Propane tanks
Shellac
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STORAGE
We have talked a lot about shipping all your things overseas but what
about those bits you do not want to take with you?
Here are your options:
Pay a mover to pack and store it.
Take it to a self-store.
Store it at your parents or relatives house
Give it to Goodwill or equivalent
I strongly suggest that either you find a relative to store the boxes for
you, or give / donate or throw it away. My company has invoiced people
living overseas hundreds per month in storage charges for years and
eventually they come back and say no we don’t want that stuff anymore,
get rid of it! What a waste of money! Be honest with yourself, if you
haven’t used it in years you are never going to, so ditch it!
Whatever you decide to do, make a proper inventory list and indicate
where you stored each of the items. After all you will be gone for a few
years, and you might forget where you stored your valuable items.
Remember, get rid of stuff you don't need and haven’t used for ages.
Remember “Use it or lose it” or “when in doubt, throw it out”
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KIDS
No, this is not about literally shipping your kids but more of a reminder to
get them involved. Let them wrap some of their things in bubble wrap
and put their most important items in a box (you can re pack it later)
make sure they understand what’s happening to all their treasured items
and that they will show up again in their new house.
They can draw on the box too. Let them pick their most favorite items to
travel with them on the plane (not including the motorized toy car,
chemistry set or basketball hoop) and better still buy them their own little
suitcase to pack. Kids love to be like Mom and Dad! If they are feeling a
bit emotional over it all, take a break and make a camp with some
packing boxes. Everyone can have fun with boxes made into a toy
house or camp and if that fails, bring out the bubble wrap! Older kids
and adults can have fun with tape measure duals as well, but leave the
box cutters out of reach!
Biggest advice is keep them involved, talk to them about it, let them
know what’s going on and don’t just send them off to grannies or day
care on move day.
If possible you all need to visit the destination in advance to have a look
around. Make sure you do something fun so the kids remember it and
want to go back there. Your primarily will be looking at housing and
possible schools, but also take a sightseeing trip in a horse and carriage
or helicopter or visit the zoo or go on a boat ride for part of the day.
On moving day ask if your little lad can sit in the truck if he would like to
or let him carry his special packed box out to the truck.
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KIDS (Cont'd)
Below is one of my favorite pictures showing this little boy giving our
driver his bike to be packed and loaded in The Netherlands. (We
delivered it safely back to him in Texas!)

PETS
The advantage of taking your pet with you, depending on age and other
factors is it might be in the animal’s and your family’s best interest. You
maintain the relationship and don’t have to worry about your animal’s
care in your absence. It’s also comforting to have “Lucky” with you as
you adjust to a new lifestyle. The downside is that the process can be
very expensive and stressful. In addition, it may prove difficult to find
appropriate housing or vet facilities near your new home. Before
deciding ask yourself is your pet fit and young enough to make such a
journey and capable of spending many hours in a crate and in a plane
cargo compartment?
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PETS (Cont'd)
Are there diseases and other safety problems in the country you're
moving to? There might be animal diseases that have never posed a
problem in your current country but that might be a huge challenge for
your pet once in the new country.
Is your pet ill or disabled? This may have an impact on the ease of
moving your pet. Will the same Meds be easily available at the
destination? Consider your pet's temperament. A highly anxious pet will
find the transition far harder and trying than a pet with an easygoing
nature. Unlike children though, you cannot explain things to a pet, so the
anxious pet may be better off being left with friends or relatives.
Be aware that sedating a pet is not really entertained as an option
anymore in many cases because the pet's survival instincts are dulled,
and these are much needed to get it through the trauma of being
moved.
Get “Bailey” used to getting in her crate so it’s no big deal on move day.
Also put an old T shirt of yours in the crate to travel with her so she can
smell you and help her from getting too anxious.
If you are considering moving your pet overseas, here are some basic
guidelines to follow:
1. Check with the Consulate
Rules vary greatly in different countries regarding the import of animals,
and these regulations often depend on your country of origin. First,
determine if you can bring your pet at all. In some countries, certain
species of dog and cat are accepted, while others are not. Make sure
you read up on the latest regulations as these rules can change within a
12 month period.
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PETS (Cont'd)
2. Assess the Living Environment Abroad
Contact a local person and ask questions about the community. Do
apartment and house rentals normally accept pets? Are vet facilities
easily available? Is animal care affordable? Are there kennels where you
can leave your pet while you’re away? What’s the local attitude towards
pets? What’s the average temperature in the winter and summer? My
Newfoundland (“Clyde” pictured here) wouldn’t be too pleased relocating
to Dubai for example!
3. Come up with a Timeline
To import a pet, most countries require a stringent sequence of medical
tests. The timing of each stage is extremely important, and failure to
adhere exactly may result in “Max” having to be left behind.
Satisfying the requirements to bring an animal to some countries takes
at least six months. A dog or cat will probably have to have a microchip,
rabies vaccination, and blood tests at prescribed stages.
4. Meet with the Vet
Schedule an appointment with a vet experienced in preparing animals
for overseas travel. That person may already be familiar with the
procedures, which lightens your burden to ensure they are done
properly.
Discuss your pet’s overall health and age as well as potential problems
with moving abroad.
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5. Contact Airlines
Airlines have different regulations for transporting animals
internationally. Contact a representative directly to clarify specific issues
or concerns.
It’s also important to know that rules for transporting your pet may
change at different stops on the travel itinerary. For example, one set of
rules may be in place for flying your dog from Los Angeles to Tokyo, but
once in Japan, the rules may be different from Tokyo to Okinawa.
6. Find a Pet Carrier
Ensure you have the proper animal carrier for an international flight.
Airlines require the carrier to be approved by the International Air
Transport Association (IATA). An airline representative can explain exact
dimensions needed based on the species and size of your animal. You
should expect to pay considerable transport, handling and holding fees.
7. Focus on the Details
Once you start the complicated process of shipping your pet, follow the
directions exactly. Don’t remain confused by a requirement; speak to
someone who can clarify. The consequence of making a mistake, even
a small one, can be costly and frustrating.
I once had a disagreement with a customs officer when I went to
customs clear a cat at Baltimore Airport. He kept asking me what was
the value of the cat and I kept saying he wasn’t really worth anything.
We were going back n forth until I eventually said $50 and he
immediately stamped the customs clearance paperwork and all was
good!
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Keep multiple copies of the documentation. Set aside money for
unexpected fees and problems you might encounter along the way.
Finally, have a backup plan in the event you can’t move your pet as
planned.
I have moved many people’s belongings and have been told they are
shipping their pets themselves. I even moved a nice lady to Germany
that shipped her two horses herself. I don’t mean she literally did it
herself but she booked it direct with the airline and therefore missed out
on all the middleman charges that occur when using a professional pet
shipper. If you have the confidence, the time and really do your research
you can save thousands of dollars but if at all in doubt I would use a
professional pet shipper. You might also find that some countries
stipulate that you have to use a professional pet shipper. Select a pet
shipping expert with great care. Do your research and check out at least
three quotes as their services, prices, and reliability can vary widely. Try
to find personal recommendations from expat friends or forums to help
you with making your choice. Ask each company about the import
requirements in the country of destination, details on what they do in
terms of administration and documentation, container and food
requirements, and ask for a quote from each company. Be sure to get a
breakdown of precisely what they do along the entire journey.
8. Returning
Lastly, think about the return journey. If you're moving overseas for a
short time (only a year or two), taking your pet with you might be too
trying. Your pet will have to endure travelling both ways, as well as
meeting quarantine and other requirements of both countries. In this
case, if it is possible to get a family member or friend to care for your
pet, things will be a lot easier for your pet.
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Potential Problems
If you have read this book and followed my advice I can pretty much
guarantee you won’t have any problems but just in case you run into a
problem I would politely tell the person you are dealing with that if you or
your manager or owner cannot sort this problem out then you will have
no alternative but to take this up with one of the moving associations
they belong to and if you’re dealing with an American agent more
importantly the FMC (Federal Maritime Commission) The FMC is like the
movers God hanging above them…..you don’t want to get in their bad
graces as they can fine you heavily and even shut you down. Other
threats can include posting on social media sites and expat web sites
but be careful what you say and do not lie or slander.
Sometimes the mover at the destination might be charging you extra for
a customs inspection fee or demurrage for some reason. It’s not so bad
on a small shipment but be careful arguing the charge if you have a
container load as often the container demurrage can be like $100 per
day so while you go back and forth arguing who’s responsible the bill is
going up $100 per day. You might be better off paying the amount to get
your shipment delivered and then arguing the case and threatening
more action if necessary to get a refund.
Other than that I don’t want you to dwell on this subject as there really
shouldn’t be any problems if you have learned a few basic points from
this book and chose your mover wisely. Feel free to email or call me
though if you ever need an honest opinion on something whether you
used our moving services or someone else.
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Do's And Don'ts
Do use a licensed professional whether you’re packing yourself or
letting the mover pack.
Do get 3-4 quotes from movers you have investigated to compare prices
and services.
Do ask lots of questions.
Do lots of research about shipping and the place you are relocating to.
Do try and visit first.
Do rent for the first year until you know the lay of the land.
Do make sure all your important documentation is renewed and up to
date before you depart.
Do make sure you always have a bottle opener at the new and old place
at all times. Also plastic cups, utensils and paper plates are always
handy to have.
Do pack a small bag or box with essentials you will need at destination
like a screw driver and wrench etc.
Do make sure you are insured and have adequate health care upon
arrival.
Do make sure you have copies of passports, licenses, medical records,
credit cards etc.
Do look after pets and make sure they are somewhere safe on moving
days. (I lost a cat for 4 days because he vanished the night before we
were moving) I’m sure he knew!
Do record your adventure on a blog or Facebook or just write it down.
Keep friends and family updated.
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Do's And Don'ts (Cont'd)
Don’t complete one of those web sites that say we will get you six
quotes from movers. You will be inundated with spam, phone calls and
who knows what type of mover they passed your information on to, as
well as possibly selling or exchanging your information to other vendors
and services who might be interested in knowing you are moving.
Don’t go cheap.
Don’t cut corners.
Don’t ship food or booze.
Don’t pay for something you don’t need.
Don’t ship items you will not ever use.
Don’t pay for storage for items you will never use.
Don’t cut off or cancel everything (like a bank account) when you leave
just in case things don’t go as planned.
Don’t carry loads of cash.
Don’t cut off cell phone or tablet connections before new service is
established.
Don’t forget to smell the roses, enjoy, relax on the plane, take lots of
pictures of all the happenings and be excited!
Don’t move unless everyone is on board with the new adventure. If your
marriage is struggling, your teenager is against it, you have health or
financial concerns, re consider until the time is right.
Don’t give up the first time you get homesick, it happens to everyone,
take the good things with the bad and carry on!
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Your Moving Overseas Countdown Checklist
Moving overseas requires a lot of research, planning and attention to
detail. Hopefully this list will help you and remember a few things you
might have otherwise forgotten.
Important documentation
Passport: This is the most important travel document that you will have.
Carry it on you at all times when traveling and make sure that it's valid
and won't expire prior or within the first 6 months of your overseas
move. Also make sure it does not get packed in your shipment by
mistake. Children and even newborn infants will most likely need to
have their own individual passports.
Work visa: The next equally important item is your work visa, which is
required to work in another country. Before moving to any new country,
check their individual visa requirements to submit the necessary
paperwork far in advance. It is quite possible that you might need to
have a job offer before the work visa is issued.
90 Days Before Departure
CheckBook
Boxyour air tickets and hotels if you have your departure dates.
Inform your children’s school that you will be moving abroad and ask for transcripts or records
any other information which might be relevant for the new school. A good example of the
Checkand
Box
child’s work showing what level they are at and latest progress reports are also a good idea.
Check quarantine requirements in your destination country and arrange pet relocation quotes if

Checknecessary.
Box
(See previous information on moving pets and be warned pet shipping is very
expensive)
Get quotes from professional moving companies. (Don’t forget us please). :)

Check Box

Create a folder with all hard copies and paperwork of the important documents and create a file
on your computer for all of your saved files and download onto a storage stick. Check the
Checkdocumentation
Box
requirements for the country you are moving to. Many countries require that
official paperwork is certified before it can be accepted. Check with the local consulate more
information.
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Your Moving Overseas Countdown Checklist (Cont'd)
90 Days Before Departure (Cont'd)
Start sorting out what to take with you.

Check Box

Create a tax and finance folder with any information which can be claimed back on tax. If you are getting

expenses paid by your employer put all receipts in this folder.
Checkyour
Box

Find out about an international driving license and can you drive on that for the first 6 months or a year
before applying for a local license and may be having to do a local driving test. Most countries will not
Checkaccept
Box your home country’s license after 3090 days.

Once you have chosen the shipping company you need to start the booking process and get a contract
signed. Ask them for information on packing, customs, insurance, what you can’t take, storage if you
Check Box
need it, inventory sheets, labels for boxes and any other forms you might need to complete.
Find out if you, your family and your pets need to have any vaccinations and when you need to have
them by. Book appointments at the doctors and vets and be sure to have an international vaccination
Checkrecord
Box booklet.
Print out change of address cards to hand to friends and family and make an email address list of
everyone you want to keep in touch with. Let everyone important know about your departure and change
addressthe post office, the magazines you subscribe to, credit card companies, family and friends.
CheckofBox

If you are renting out your house and do not have any tenants yet, contact local rental agencies for their

Checkhelp.
Box
Start packing items which you do not need in the next three months such as ornaments, books, photos,

Checkjewelry
Box and out of season clothes. Label, number and inventory all boxes.
If you are selling your house, put it on the market.

Check Box
If your national driving license needs renewing, do so before you leave.

Check Box
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Your Moving Overseas Countdown Checklist (Cont'd)
60 Days Before Departure
Ask
your doctors, vet and dentist for copies of yours, your families and your pets’ medical records.
Check
Box
While you are at the surgeries, organize a final checkup for you, your family and your pets.

If you are selling anything such as a car or any household equipment, put everything on Craig’s list or
wherever. Car Max will always give you a free valuation of your car and buy it from you on the day
Check
Box you leave but obviously won’t give you the best price but it does mean you can use your car
before
until the last possible moment therefore saving on car hire before you leave.
Check all insurance policies and cancel or enquire if you can maintain them if needed while overseas.

Check Box

Organize a leaving party for the adults as well as the children and make sure you schedule meeting up

Check
Box
with
everyone you want to see before you leave.

Contact the post office to set up their mail rerouting service.

Check Box

Prepare a power of attorney. Make sure you have certified copies of all important documents ready to
hand over to the person you will be leaving in charge of your affairs while you are away.

Check Box

Contact your bank and explain that you are moving abroad. If you already have your new address, give
them this otherwise change the address to a friend or family member for the shortterm. If they are
unable
Check
Box to offer a global account you will need to find one that will such as HSBC but don’t close down
your existing account as you may want that credit history in the future if you ever come back or to
deposit checks that relatives have sent the kids at Christmas and Birthdays etc.
Set up direct debits with your bank for any bill payments which you will still be making while you are

Check
BoxThese can include: mortgage payments, loan repayments, pension schemes and savings.
away.

Find out what the local names and equivalents are for any prescription medication you or your family
might need. Make sure that it will be available in your destination country. If not you will need to
Check
Box to take a supply with you, together with proof of your need for the medication for customs and
arrange
excise purposes.
Set up internet banking – as you will need to manage your money online while you are away. If your
bank
Check
Boxdoes not have internet banking facilities you should consider changing banks (you will find most
banks now have internet banking facilities).

Have
Check
Boxa garage sale of all the things you want to sell.
If you
Check
Boxare renting out your house, get all minor repairs completed.
Organize the cancellation of all magazine and newspaper subscriptions or regular deliveries you
Check
Box
receive on the day you will be leaving.
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Your Moving Overseas Countdown Checklist (Cont'd)
30 Days To Go
Change
Check
Box your address on anything which requires it.
Make sure you have paid all outstanding bills. Leave a small amount of money with a friend or relative

Check
to Box
settle any that you may have missed.

Contact the various utilities departments and ask them to discontinue your supply of gas, electricity,

Check
Boxcable TV and telephone or if you are renting your house out, change the name on the bills.
water,
Get all paperwork and information required for the shipping company.

Check Box

Organize the cancellation of your house insurance on the day you will be leaving.

Check Box

If you are renting your house out, make sure it is in good rental condition and make an inventory list

and
take pictures of everything which will be left behind as well as the general condition or the house.
Check
Box
Start
to pack up the house, leaving the essentials that you need for the next month.
Check
Box
Make
Check
Boxsure everyone who needs it has your forwarding address.

Moving Day
Before
Check
Box you go, make sure you get a rough eta for the shipment at destination as well as a local contact
that the mover is using at the destination.

Make sure you have left nothing behind in your house – check all cupboards and all rooms.
Check
Box
Say your final goodbyes. My advice is stay in a hotel the night before and get a cab to the airport as
you
have already said goodbye to everyone, it avoids any further emotional ties especially if you have
Check
Box
kids and quite honestly by then you will have had enough of everyone and need some family time
together to discuss what’s next and gather your thoughts.
Make sure you have the essentials in your suitcase. You will be living out of these cases for the

Check
Box
immediate
future until your shipment arrives. Make sure the kids have some of their favorite things as
well.
Make sure the shipping company has everything they need before you leave and don’t forget to pay
them. :)

Check Box

Remember to savor the moment as you step on the plane, it is a very important milestone in your life. I
remember
the last time I did this; I was filled with a huge sense of relief that everything was finally done
Check
Box
and anything that wasn’t was too late now. I enjoyed the next 7 hours of hassle free sleeping and
relaxing on the plane before it all started again arriving at our new destination!
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Your Moving Overseas Countdown Checklist (Cont'd)
I’m sure there are a lot of other points that pertain to your particular situation but hopefully
this list covered most things and even if the timeline might be a bit out for your move, it gave
you some good ideas.

Are You Ready For The Big Day?
A quick checklist to make sure everything is ready for the big day:
●
●
●

●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Accommodation before departure booked.
Drinks and food organized.
Suitcases and things you are taking with you should be in a bathroom, closet or
somewhere safe with a label on the door saying nothing to ship in here.
Transport to airport.
Bag packed with tickets, driving license, money, passports, work visa, birth certificates,
marriage certs, credit cards, medications, sunglasses, pen for customs forms to be
completed on the plane and phone charger.
Keys, being given to whom?
Collection from airport at destination or hire car.
Accommodation at destination.
New toy for kids to travel with.
Cash for tips.
Post it notes stuck on items in house not to go or to be shipped whichever is easiest for
movers or friends to understand.
Customs forms completed.
Power, gas, water, cable, alarm, Wi-Fi, phone, cancelled or transferred.
Mail re directed.
Keep house cool for move day.
Everything set with renters, real estate agent or family as to when they take over house.
Set email signature to say you are traveling and can’t respond.
Cork screw within reach.
Fridge cleared out.
Cleaners booked for final clean.
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Moving Day
●

●

●

●

●

Keep things you are taking with you and passports etc. in a closet
locked or taped shut with notice saying nothing to go.
Provide water, Gatorade and snacks.
Have packing list completed and corresponding on every item named
and numbered.
Suitcases packed
If raining tape some flat cardboard boxes inside exit door for grip as wet
floor can be slippery and dangerous.

●

Keep house cool.

●

Are kids and pets being looked after?

●

●

Wear old clothes you can discard when finished moving and have
traveling clothes ready to put on.
Check all over house that everything has gone before truck and movers
have left.

●

Pay the moving company before you leave.

●

Confirm flight and seat allocation.

●

Cash for tipping moving crew or friends or for pizza delivery guy.

●

Lock house, garage, windows shut, heater or ac set for minimal use.
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You’re Now A Moving Expert!
You should now know….
●
What things to take.
●
How to figure out the volume or weight of the things you want to take.
●
How to investigate and choose the right movers to receive quotes.
●
What to look for in a quote.
●
What services you require.
●
Check customs regulations.
●
How to pack things.
●
What questions to ask your mover.
●
How to avoid extra charges.
●
How to keep stress levels to a minimum.
●
How long it might take
●
What extras you might need.
●
If moving to the destination is really right for you.
●
Insurance and what it covers.
●
Shipping terms and the different services they might refer to.
●
Where to go for additional information.
●
How to save some money.
I really hope this book has helped you in some way. Please let me know
what you think about this book.
If you would like to be kept up to date with developments, please sign up
for our newsletter and blog posts as well as follow me on Twitter:
@UPAKWESHIP
If you have any questions about your move feel free to drop me an email
and ask. It doesn’t matter who you are using, how big or small your
shipment is or from where to where, I will always reply with an honest
answer or if I don’t know, I will refer you to someone that does.
All the best and Bon Voyage!
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TERM

DEFINITION

Accessorial / third
party services

Extra services like piano moving, pool table dismantled &
moved by specialist contractor.

AES

Automated export system.

AQIS

Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service.

Arrival Terminal

Cargo gets to overseas shipping terminal only

B/L

Bill of Lading, shipping contract noting size weight and shipping
info.

Bad Access

If large moving van cannot get to the residence

BAF

Bunker adjustment factor.

Blanket Wrap

Either mover’s cloth blankets or packer’s paper and cardboard
wrap for furniture protection.

Broker

A party that arranges transportation for a customer non asset
based and normally works on a commission

CAF

Currency adjustment factor.

CIF

Value of cargo (cost) plus insurance cost and freight costs

Consignee

The person from whom the shipment is delivered

Consignor

The person from whom the shipment is collected

CUTS

When a vessel closes for receiving any more cargo.

DA

Destination agent

Declared value

Value for insurance purposes

Demurrage

The detention of cargo beyond the time allowed for loading or
unloading.
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TERM

DEFINITION

Destination Agent

Agent overseas who will customs clear and deliver the shipment

Destination Services

Customs clearance, delivery, unpacking and debris removal on
delivery day

Dish Pack

A double thick cardboard box designed for your china and glass
and other fragile items.

Drop n Pick

Dropping off a container and then collecting the container the
next day.

ETA

Estimated Time of Arrival.

FCL

Full container load e.g. 20foot container

Forwarder

A licensed business that organizes and dispatches shipments
on behalf of others in foreign or domestic commerce and
handles the formalities involved with such shipments.

FSC

Fuel service charge.

FTL

Full trailer load.

Gross

Gross weight meaning you items plus weight of the container or
crate your items are in.

Groupage

A consolidation of household goods by a mover.

GST

General Service tax added to most bills in Australia.

Inventory or Packing
list

The descriptive list of your belongings showing the item number
and what the box contains or item of furniture
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TERM

DEFINITION

ISF

Importer security filing.

LCL

Less than a container load.

Lift van

Wooden crate mover’s use which is about 192 cubic feet.

Live Load

Loading container while the driver waits. Normally you get 2
hours free.

LOL

Try and smile and laugh during the whole process!

Long Carry

Carrying goods the distance from the van to the outside
entrance of a home or inside entrance of an apartment in
excess of 50 or 75 feet or with elevator.

LTL

Less than a trailer load.

MAF

New Zealand ministry of agriculture and forestry, responsible
for import inspections into New Zealand.

Net

The weight of your things once packed up in boxes etc.

NVOCC

Combines or consolidates small less-than-container load
shipments or orders of one or more customers by stowing such
cargo into steamship containers and can book direct with the
shipping lines.

OA

Origin agent

OFS

Order for service, the document authorizing the carrier to
transport your household goods.

OOS

Order of service.

Pallet Jack / pump
truck

Used for collecting or moving pallets around. Slides underneath
and then pumps up pallet off the ground for easy moving.

PBO

Packed By Owner
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TERM

DEFINITION

POA

Port of arrival.

POD

Port of departure.

POD

Proof of delivery.

Seal

They lock container doors and each has a specific number.

Shuttle

Use of a smaller vehicle to provide service to residences that are not
accessible to the mover's large moving truck

SIT

The temporary warehouse storage of your shipment. If you cannot
accept delivery on the agreed-upon date or within the agreed-upon time
period (for example, because your home is not quite ready to occupy),
your mover may place your shipment into SIT. In those circumstances,
you will be responsible for the added charges for SIT service, as well as
the warehouse handling and final delivery charges.

SOP

Standard operating procedure.

Survey

Representative visits the house to see what you are taking to give
accurate price and also answer questions and promoting his company.

Tare

The weight of the crate, shipping container or truck.

THC

Terminal Handling Charge.

To arrival port only

Cargo gets to overseas shipping port only

Unpacking

The delivery of your goods into each room as you direct, and the
disposal of packing materials. Normal service includes assembly of
beds, table tops and other items that might have been disassembled at
the origin but only basic things. Unloading crews are not carpenters or
contractors!

VAT

Value added tax, added to most bills in Europe.

Walk Ramp

A ramp that goes from back of container or moving truck to the ground
for ease of loading.

Warehouse Handling

Extra charge for shipment going into temporary storage before final
delivery
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Math & Moving (M&M)
If you need to work out the cube of something, take the 3 dimensions and multiply
them together. For example: 2ft x 2ft x 3ft = 12 cubic feet. Or 1 meter x 2 meter x 3
meter = 6 cubic meters.

If you are measuring in inches, multiply the 3 dimensions (L X W X H) together
in inches and then divide by 1728. So 24 x 24 x 36 inches would = 20,736
divide by 1728 = 12 cubic feet. (Why divide by 1728? That’s because a cubic
foot is 12 x 12 x 12 inches and if you multiply that together it = 1728)
If you are trying to figure out the weight of an item use a density factor. If it’s
very heavy like books, use 10 lbs. = 1 cubic foot but if light stuff use 5 lbs.
On average if you take the total cubic feet of a shipment and multiply by a
density of 7lbs you will be about right. So if your home totals 1000 cubic feet,
multiply that by 7 and your net weight of your shipment will be about 7000lbs.
To convert pounds into kilos divide by 2.2045 so 7000lbs = 3175 kilos.
To convert kilos to pounds multiply by 2.2045
Airfreight gets charged on the volume or gross weight, whichever is the
heaviest. (100 pounds of feathers would take up the whole aircraft where 100
pounds of lead not so much)
To work out airline volume measure L X W X H and divide by 166 to get
volumetric or chargeable weight as it’s called for airfreight.
A large case weighing 25 lbs. and measuring 24 x 15 x 36 inches multiplied
together = 12960 divided by 166 = 78 chargeable pounds or divide again by
2.2045 = 35.38 kilos.
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Reference Links
Interesting web sites for information about overseas countries, immigration, moving
and shipping, travel and various government and nonprofit moving and shipping
associations.
Federal Maritime Commission (FMC)
International Association of Movers (IAM)
Fédération Internationale des Déménageurs Internationaux (FIDI)
Ask The Moving Doctor
British Association of Removers (BAR)
tripadvisor.com - TripAdvisor Official Site
International Travel Information
Travel Information - US Department of State
Current Travel Alerts
Official New Zealand Travel Advice - SafeTravel.govt.nz
Australian Government Travel Warnings | Exfin - The Australian
Travel Safety for Canadians
Australians travelling - australia.gov.au
British Foreign & Commonwealth Office (FCO) Home
10 Best Countries To Live and Work Abroad - CBS News
Packing & Loading Tips
Upakweship.com
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ARE YOU READY TO
SHIP LIKE A PRO?
Now that you've got the inside track on moving
overseas, use the button below to request a FREE
international shipping quote and you'll be one step
closer to successfully moving overseas!

GET A FREE QUOTE
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